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Abstract

A considerable amount of interest has arisen pertaining to the mathematics of juggling. In this
paper, we use techniques similar to those of Ehrenborg and Readdy (Discrete Math. 157 (1996)
107) to enumerate two special classes of juggling patterns. Both classes are enumerated by a
product of q-binomial coe2cients; the second class is a generalization of the 4rst. Using the 4rst
class of patterns, we give a bijective proof of an identity of Haglund (Compositions, rook place-
ments, and permutations of vectors, Doctoral Dissertation, University of Georgia, Athens, GA,
1993) involving vector compositions. We de4ne a generalized vector composition and provide
a bijective proof of an identity dual to Haglund’s using these generalized vector compositions.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years, two papers have surfaced studying the mathematics of juggling.
The 4rst, by Buhler et al. [1], is a study of juggling patterns which involve catching
and throwing at most one ball at a time. Ehrenborg and Readdy [2] have enumerated
juggling patterns that allow more than one object to be caught and thrown at a time. In
the 4rst paper, the authors count the patterns utilizing the Eulerian numbers A(n; k).
In the second, the authors instead use decks of juggling “cards” to count the patterns
in question, and do so with an extra parameter q.
In this paper, we de4ne a special class of juggling patterns which can be enumerated

by a product of Gaussian coe2cients. This product is diDerent from the product found
in Ehrenborg and Readdy. We use multicards to visualize the patterns, generalizing
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the techniques of Ehrenborg and Readdy. These new juggling patterns may be viewed
in the following manner. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers and
let d=

∑t
i=1 �i. We consider patterns of period d in which exactly one ball is caught

and thrown at a time. Any ball caught between times (�1 + �2 + · · · + �k−1)mod d
and (�1 + �2 + · · ·+ �k − 1)mod d is in the air no longer than balls caught earlier in
the interval. We also de4ne a generalization of these patterns that restricts which balls
may be caught on such an interval.
Bijective proofs of two identities involving vector compositions are provided using

the new patterns. The 4rst identity is for the case in which no restriction is placed
upon which balls are caught in a given interval. This identity was 4rst discovered
by Haglund [3], although MacMahon [4] discovered the special case when q=1. The
second identity involves compositions in which we place restrictions on the vectors
involved in the composition.
We organize this paper in the following manner. We introduce the reader to juggling

in Section 2 and give a brief overview of the results of Ehrenborg and Readdy. In
Section 3, we de4ne multicards. We enumerate a special class of patterns using mul-
ticards and de4ne a generalization of these patterns. A bijective proof of Haglund’s
theorem on vector compositions is provided in Section 4. We extend the de4nition of
vector compositions and prove a generalization of Haglund’s result in Section 5 and
provide a dual result generalizing the theorem of Ehrenborg and Readdy.

2. Juggling

In this section, we provide the reader with some background in the mathematics
of juggling. We de4ne a juggling triple and give a brief summary of the results of
Ehrenborg and Readdy. We also introduce the reader to juggling cards, which play an
important role in the remainder of this paper.
The patterns we consider are periodic and have the property that the number of

objects caught at any time is the same as the number of objects thrown at that time.
There are two important moments for the Night of any ball; the time that it was thrown
and the time that it lands. We represent a pattern by a directed graph. The vertices
are the non-negative integers and for x¡y, edge (x; y) exists if and only if a ball was
thrown at time x and lands at time y. We suppress the arrows on the directed graph
since all will point to the right. Fig. 1 represents such a pattern. At times 0; 2; 4; : : :,
two balls are thrown, one landing two time units later, the other landing three units
later. At times 1; 3; 5; : : :, one ball is thrown, landing three time units later. Thus, this
pattern is periodic of period 2.

Fig. 1. A juggling pattern.
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Two vectors u=(u1; u2; : : : ; um) and v=(v1; v2; : : : ; vm) are similar if there is a per-
mutation �∈ Sm such that (u�1 ; u�2 ; : : : ; u�m)= v. If u and v are similar, denote this by
u∼ v.

De�nition 1. Let d be a positive integer, x=(x1; x2; : : : ; xm) be a vector of integers,
and let a=(a1; a2; : : : ; am) be a vector of positive integers. An ordered triple (d; x; a)
is a juggling triple if and only if

(1) 06xi6d− 1 for all i, and
(2) (a + x)mod d∼ x, applied component-wise.

We call d the period, x the base vector, and a the juggling sequence. The degree
sequence of a juggling triple (d; x; a) is the sequence of numbers �0; �1; : : : ; �d−1 such
that �i = |{j: xj = i; j=1; 2; : : : ; m}|. This indicates that �i balls are caught and thrown
at time imod d. The pattern depicted is (2; (0; 0; 1); (2; 3; 3)) and has degree sequence
2,1. If x=(0; 1; : : : ; d − 1), the juggling triple is called simple, otherwise it is called
multiplex. We discuss simple patterns in Section 3.

Ehrenborg and Readdy de4ne crossings within juggling graphs. There are two types
of crossings, external crossings and internal crossings. A juggling triple (d; x; a) has
an external crossing if there is a pair of edges (x; y) and (u; v) such that x¡u¡y¡v.
Two crossings (x1; y1) and (u1; v1), and (x2; y2) and (u2; v2) are said to be equivalent
if there is an integer k such that

x1 = x2 + kd; y1 =y2 + kd; u1 = u2 + kd; v1 = v2 + kd: (2.1)

The number of external crossings is the number of such equivalence classes.
An internal crossing of (d; x; a) is a pair (i; j) such that i¡j, xi = xj and ai¿aj.

Observe that simple juggling patterns have no internal crossings. The sum of the num-
ber of external crossings and internal crossings in a juggling triple is the number of
crossings of the triple, denoted cross(d; x; a). De4ne the Gaussian coe2cients as

[
n
k

]
=

k∏
i=1

(1− qn−i+1)
(1− qi)

: (2.2)

One application of the Gaussian coe2cients is the following identity:

∑
m¿c1¿c2¿···¿ck¿0

qc1+c2+···+ck =
[
m+ k
k

]
: (2.3)

Theorem 2 (Ehrenborg and Readdy [2]). Given the period d and base vector x, let
�0; �1; : : : ; �d−1 be the associated degree sequence. Then∑

qcross(d;x;a) =
[
n
�0

]
·
[
n
�1

]
: : :

[
n

�d−1

]
; (2.4)

where the sum runs over all juggling triples (d; x; a) with at most n balls.
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Fig. 2. The juggling deck D2 with four balls.

Ehrenborg and Readdy developed juggling cards to enumerate these types of juggling
patterns. Each graph is drawn so that the crossings occur as far to the right as possible.
This creates a uniformity among juggling graphs; diDerent graphs may be comprised of
similar building blocks, called juggling cards, each card containing exactly one vertex.
Each deck of cards relies on two numbers: the maximum number of objects juggled,
n, and the number of objects caught and thrown, k. Let Dn; k be the collection (called a
deck) of all such cards. The paths representing the k balls that are caught are incident
with the vertex on the card and exit at the bottom-most k locations on the right side
of the card. Fig. 2 shows all of the cards from the deck D4;2. Ehrenborg and Readdy
showed that∑

C∈Dn; k
qcross(C) =

[
n
k

]
; (2.5)

where cross(C) is the number of crossings on card C. To prove Theorem 2, Ehrenborg
and Readdy proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between juggling patterns
and sequences of these juggling cards.

3. Multicards

We begin this section with the de4nition of multicards. We de4ne a class of jug-
gling patterns and use a speci4c type of multicard to enumerate this class of patterns.
A generalization of these patterns is de4ned by placing restrictions on which balls may
be caught on a given interval. These generalized patterns are enumerated in a manner
similar to the 4rst class of patterns of this section.
A juggling multicard of length k is a sequence of k juggling cards. We place

restrictions on which cards comprise these multicards to construct classes of juggling
patterns. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers with d=

∑t
i=1 �i.

There is a relationship between the � of the �-(nijt) (see De4nition 3) and the �i of
the juggling triple. This relationship will be made more explicit in Section 4 in our
discussion of vector compositions. De4ne the ‘th interval in � as

int� ‘= {q: �1 + �2 + · · ·+ �‘−16q6�1 + �2 + · · ·+ �‘ − 1}: (3.1)
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De�nition 3. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers. An �-non-
increasing juggling triple (�-nijt) is a juggling triple (d; x; a) such that

(1) x=(0; 1; 2; : : : ; d− 1).
(2) If both (xi + ai)mod d and (xj + aj)mod d belong to int� ‘, and (xi + ai)mod d¡

(xj + aj)mod d, then ai¿aj.

If a juggling triple is an �-(nijt), then when we contract the �i vertices in the ith
interval, there will be no internal crossings. We use multicards to enumerate �-nijt.
Let cross(q) be the number of crossings that occur between times (q − 1)mod d and
qmod d. These crossings appear on the card containing time qmod d. De4ne condition
2′ as follows:

(2′) If (xi + ai)mod d and (xj + aj)mod d belong to int� ‘, and (xi + ai)mod d¡
(xj + aj)mod d, then cross(xi + ai)¿cross(xj + aj).

Lemma 4. Condition 2 of De8nition 3 and condition 2′ are equivalent.

Proof. Since these patterns are simple, there are only external crossings. Suppose that
xi + ai mod d and xj + aj mod d belong to the interval int� ‘. Suppose further that
xi + ai +1mod d= xj + aj mod d: Thus, the ball thrown at time imod d lands one time
unit before the ball thrown at time jmod d. By condition 2 of De4nition 3, this implies
that ai¿aj. We claim that either aj =1 or the path representing the ball caught at time
xi + ai mod d must cross that path representing the ball caught at time xj + aj mod d.
If aj =1, we are done. Suppose aj �=1 and that the paths do not cross. Then the ball
caught at time xj + aj mod d was thrown before the ball caught at time xi + ai mod d
was thrown. This implies that ai¡aj, contradicting condition 2.
If aj =1, then cross(xj+aj)= 0, hence cross(xi+ai)¿cross(xj+aj). Suppose aj �=1.

Since the path representing the ball caught at time xj + aj mod d crosses the path of
the ball caught at time xi + ai mod d, we claim that cross(xi + ai)¿cross(xj + aj). This
is so because any path crossed by the incoming path at time xj + aj mod d (except for
the new path beginning at time xi + ai mod d) is also crossed by the incoming path at
time xi + ai mod d. Thus, condition 2 implies condition 2′.

To prove the converse, suppose that cross(xi + ai)¿cross(xj + aj). We will consider
the case for xi+ai+1mod d= xj+aj mod d. Since cross(xi+ai)¿cross(xj+aj), either
aj =1, or the incoming path at time xj + aj mod d is crossed by the incoming path at
time xi + ai mod d. In either case we have ai¿aj. Thus, condition 2′ implies condition
2, demonstrating their equivalence.

Let Dn; (k) be the set of all multicards of length k with n balls such that c1¿c2¿
· · ·¿ck , where ci is the number of crossings on card i of the multicard. A multicard
from D4; (5) is depicted in Fig. 3. Let C be in the deck Dn; (k). There is a bijection
from the sequences (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) with n− 1¿c1¿c2¿ · · ·¿ck¿0 to the deck Dn; (k).
Moreover,

∑k
i=1 ci =cross(C), where C is the multicard with ci crossings at time i.
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Fig. 3. A multicard from the deck D4; (5) with (c1; c2; c3; c4; c5) = (3; 2; 2; 1; 0).

Thus ∑
C∈Dn; (k)

qcross(C) =
∑

n−1¿c1¿c2¿···¿ck¿0

qc1+c2+···+ck =
[
n+ k − 1

k

]
:

We now are able to enumerate the number of �-nijt with at most n balls for
arbitrary �.

Theorem 5. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers. Then∑
qcross(d;x;a) =

[
n+ �1 − 1

�1

]
·
[
n+ �2 − 1

�2

]
· · ·

[
n+ �t − 1

�t

]
; (3.2)

where the sum runs over all �-nijt (d; x; a) with at most n balls.

Proof. We prove Theorem 5 by showing that there is a one to one correspondence
between �-nijt and sequences of multicards. Suppose (d; x; a) is an �-nijt. Then on the
interval int� ‘, the graph of the juggling pattern is from the deck Dn; (�‘). Conversely,
suppose a juggling graph is composed of multicards C‘ on int� ‘, for ‘=1; 2; : : : ; t,
where C‘ is from the deck Dn; (�‘). Then by the equivalence of conditions 2 and 2′ of
De4nition 3, the pattern is an �-nijt with at most n balls.

We now turn our attention to a new type of juggling triple.

De�nition 6. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers. Let �=(�1;
�2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of non-negative integers. An (�; �)-non-increasing juggling
triple is a juggling triple (d; x; a) such that

(1) the triple (d; x; a) is an �-nijt, and
(2) in int� ‘, the �‘ balls in the air the longest at time �1 + · · ·+ �‘−1 are not caught.

On card C ∈Dn; (k), the uppermost path represents the ball in the air the longest, the
path immediately below represents the ball in the air for the second longest amount of
time, and so on. If the �‘ balls in the air the longest are not caught, then these paths
are not incident with any vertex in int� ‘. Thus, the only paths that may be incident
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with the vertices are the n−�‘ lowest paths that enter the multicard. The uppermost �‘
paths that do not fall appear as straight lines across the multicard. If we map such a
multicard to a sequence (c1; c2; : : : ; ck) in the manner prescribed earlier, then we have
n− �‘ − 1¿c1¿c2¿ · · ·¿ck¿0. Thus

∑
qcross(C‘) =

∑
n−�‘−1¿c1¿c2¿···¿ck¿0

qc1+c2+···+ck =
[
n− �‘ + �‘ − 1

�‘

]
; (3.3)

where the sum runs over all possible multicards C‘ on the interval int� ‘. This leads
us to the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence of positive integers. Let �=
(�1; �2; : : : ; �t) be a sequence on non-negative integers. Then

∑
qcross(d;x;a) =

[
n− �1 + �1 − 1

�1

]
·
[
n− �2 + �2 − 1

�2

]

· · ·
[
n− �t + �t − 1

�t

]
; (3.4)

where the sum runs over all (�; �)-nijt (d; x; a) with at most n balls.

Proof. The proof is omitted since it is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.

4. Vector compositions

In this section we de4ne vector compositions and unitary vector compositions.
Ehrenborg and Readdy provided a bijective proof of an identity on unitary vector
compositions using their juggling patterns. We provide a bijective proof of a similar
identity involving vector compositions instead. This identity was 4rst discovered by
Haglund. Using the generalization of the juggling patterns from Section 3, we de4ne a
generalized vector composition and establish an identity similar to Haglund’s. Before
proceeding, however, we provide a few preliminary de4nitions.

De�nition 8. A composition of a vector �∈Nd into k parts is a sequence of non-zero
vectors v1; v2; : : : ; vk such that v1 + v2 + · · · + vk = �. A composition is unitary if the
vi are comprised of only zeros and ones. Let fk(�) be the number of compositions of
� into k parts and let gk(�) be the number of unitary compositions of � into k parts.
De4ne ‖�‖= ∑d

i=1 �i.

Ehrenborg and Readdy de4ned a crossing weight for a unitary composition, similar
to the one in juggling, to de4ne a q-analogue of gk(�), denoted gk [�]. They provided
a bijective proof of the following theorem of Haglund [3].
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Theorem 9 (Haglund [3]).

‖�‖∑
k=0

gk [�]
[
n
k

]
=
[
n
�1

]
·
[
n
�2

]
: : :

[
n
�d

]
: (4.1)

To motivate the proofs of Theorem 14 and Theorem 16, we provide a sketch of
Ehrenborg and Readdy’s proof. They established a mapping from a unitary compo-
sition to a juggling triple using the de4nition of unitary compositional triples (see
De4nition 10). These triples are enumerated by the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1). Con-
tracting every d consecutive vertices of the pattern, we obtain a pattern of length 1
in which k balls are caught. These patterns are q-counted by [ nk ]. The crossings that
disappear are q-counted by gk [�].
Haglund has an identity (see Eq. (4.3)) dual to (4.1), based on compositions of

vectors and has asked if there is a combinatorial model, perhaps juggling, which could
be used to provide a bijective proof of (4.3); see [3, p. 87]. We begin with a few
de4nitions and then give a bijective proof of Haglund’s result using the �-nijt of the

previous section. Let (p)k be the vector

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
(p;p; : : : ; p) and if u and v are vectors, let

(u; v) be the vector formed by the concatenation of u and v.

De�nition 10. Let z(�)= (

�1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1; : : : ; 1;

�2︷ ︸︸ ︷
2; : : : ; 2; : : : ;

�d︷ ︸︸ ︷
d; : : : ; d). A unitary compositional

triple of a vector �=(�1; �2; : : : ; �d) into k parts is a triple of vectors (x; y; a) where
each has length m= ‖�‖+ k, satisfying

(1) x=(0k ; z(�)) and y=(z(�); (d+ 1)k),
(2) the entries of a are positive integers, no larger than d, and
(3) a + x∼ y.

Viewing these unitary compositional triples as multiplex juggling patterns, Ehrenborg
and Readdy de4ned the q-analogue of gk(�). To prove Haglund’s result, we de4ne
compositional triples.

De�nition 11. Let w(�)= (1; 2; : : : ; ‖�‖). A compositional triple of a vector �=(�1;
�2; : : : ; �d) into k parts is a triple of vectors (x; y; a), where each vector has length
m= ‖�‖+ k, satisfying

(1) x=(0k ;w(�)); y=(w(�); (‖�‖+ 1)k),
(2) 16ai6‖�‖ for i=1; 2; : : : ; m,
(3) a + x∼ y, and
(4) If �1 + · · ·+ �l + 16ai + xi¡aj + xj6�1 + · · ·+ �l+1 then ai¿aj.

To prove Haglund’s identity, we construct a juggling graph for a vector composition.
From this graph, we obtain the vector a of the compositional triple.
Let v1; v2; : : : ; vk be a composition of � into k parts. We construct a juggling graph

with k balls and vertices 0; 1; : : : ; ‖�‖+1. Restricting the graph to vertices 1; 2; : : : ; ‖�‖,
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we obtain an �-nijt. Let P1; P2; : : : ; Pk be the paths of the balls, starting with path P1 at
the bottom. All paths are incident with vertices 0 and ‖�‖ + 1, and exactly one path
is incident with each of the remaining vertices. Let vi; j be the jth coordinate of vector
vi. We construct the graph so that path Pi is incident with exactly vi; j vertices in the
set of vertices {(�1 + �2 + · · ·+ �j−1 + 1); : : : ; (�1 + �2 + · · ·+ �j)}.
Let �0 be the permutation 123 · · · k. Inductively, de4ne a list of permutations �0; �1;

�2; : : : ; �d as follows. Given �i−1, to obtain �i, arrange the vectors so that v�i1 ; i ; v�i2 ; i ;
: : : ; v�ik ; i forms a non-increasing sequence and v�ix ; i = v�iy; i implies that �ix appears before
�iy in the permutation �i−1. In other words, arrange the vectors of the composition so
that the sequence of the ith coordinates forms a non-increasing sequence. If vx and vy
have the same ith coordinate, their order within the sequence of vectors remains the
same as the order in the previous arrangement of vectors.
To determine the incidence of the vectors on the vertices V = {(�1+�2+ · · ·+�j−1+

1); : : : ; (�1+�2+ · · ·+�j)}, let vr1 ; vr2 ; : : : ; vrs be the vectors whose jth entry is non-zero.
Then the paths Pr1 ; Pr2 ; : : : ; Prs are incident with the 4rst s vertices in V subject to the
reverse ordering de4ned by �j−1. Thus, if rx appears after ry in �j−1, then path Prx
falls before path Pry . Next, consider vectors whose jth entry is at least 2. The paths
corresponding to these vectors are incident with the next vertices in a similar manner.
Continue in this fashion until the graph is complete.

Example 12. Consider the composition v1 = (3; 1); v2 = (1; 4); v3 = (2; 3); v4 = (1; 0) of
the vector �=(7; 8). Rearranging the vectors so that the 1st coordinates form a non-
increasing sequence, we obtain v1 = (3; 1); v3 = (2; 3); v2 = (1; 4) and v4 = (1; 0). Observe
that v2 and v4 have the same 1st coordinate, but since 2 appeared before 4 in �0,
v2 appears before v4 in this new order. Reading the subscripts, we have �1 = 1324.
Arranging the vectors once again so that the second coordinates form a non-increasing
sequence, we have v2 = (1; 4); v3 = (2; 3); v1 = (3; 1) and v4 = (1; 0), so that �2 = 2314.

Since each 4rst entry is at least 1, each path will be incident with one of the 4rst
four vertices. Reading the permutation �0 = 1234 in reverse order, the paths will fall
in the order P4; P3; P2 and then P1. We now consider the paths representing the vectors
whose 4rst entry is at least 2, the vectors v1 and v3. These fall in the order P3, then
P1. Finally, we consider the vector(s) whose 4rst entry is at least 3. The only such
vector is v1, so its path is next to be incident with the next vertex. The 4rst �1 = 7
incidences have been established.
To establish the next �2 = 8 incidences, we consider the collection of vectors whose

second entry is at least 1. This includes all vectors except v4. Path P2 will fall 4rst,
then P3 and P1, based on the reverse order of �1 = 1324. We now consider the vectors
whose second entry is at least 2, the vectors v2 and v3. Path P2 falls followed by path
P3. The same vectors have second entry of at least 3, so both fall again, in the same
order. Finally, since P2 is the only vector with second entry of at least 4, its path is
incident next. The incidence of vertices �1 + �2 have been established and the graph
is determined. See Fig. 4 for the graph corresponding to this composition. For sake of
space, vertices 0 and 16 do not appear. Inserting these vertices, we determine a of the
compositional triple as a=(4; 3; 2; 1; 15; 3; 5; 2; 4; 1; 3; 3; 3; 6; 2; 2; 2; 1).
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Fig. 4. The graph of a vector composition.

De4ne the number of crossings of a compositional triple as the number of cross-
ings of the corresponding graph. Denote this number as cross(x; y; a) and let fk [�] =∑

qcross(x;y;a), where the sum runs over all compositions of � into k parts.
Haglund [3] de4nes a statistic � on a vector composition. Let v1; v2; : : : ; vk be a

composition of a vector �. De4ne the partition #i =(v�i1 ; i ; v�i2 ; i ; : : : ; v�ik ; i). Given a partition

$, de4ne %($)=
∑

( $
′
i
2 ), where $

′ is a the conjugate partition of $ and $i is the ith part
of $. De4ne the permutations &1; &2; : : : ; &t by the relation �i−1 ◦ &i = �i. An inversion
in a permutation ' is a pair (x; y) such that x¡y and y appears before x in '. We
denote the number of inversions of a permutation ' as inv('). De4ne

�(v1; v2; : : : ; vk)=
t∑

i=1

(2%(#i) + inv(&i)): (4.2)

Lemma 13. �(v1; v2; : : : ; vk)= cross(x; y; a).

Proof. Consider two vectors vx and vy. We count the number of times that the paths
which correspond to these vectors cross. Observe that on multicard i, the paths will
cross at least twice the number min(vx; i; vy; i), once for each time either path is incident
with some vector. This is accounted for by 2%(#i). In addition, the paths will cross
exactly once more if the order in which x and y appear in �i−1 and �i changes. In
other words, if x appears before y in �i−1, then the paths will cross if and only if y
appears before x in �i. This extra crossing is enumerated by inv(&i).

This lemma provides a combinatorial interpretation of Haglund’s statistic �. We now
give a bijective proof of Haglund’s theorem.

Theorem 14 (Haglund [3]). Let �∈Nd. Then

‖�‖∑
k=0

fk [�]
[
n
k

]
=
[
n+ �1 − 1

�1

]
·
[
n+ �2 − 1

�2

]
· · ·

[
n+ �d − 1

�d

]
: (4.3)

Proof. Consider all �-nijt with at most n balls. These patterns are enumerated by the
right-hand side of Eq. (4.3). Contracting every ‖�‖ vertices, we obtain a graph of
period 1, in which k balls are caught. These patterns are enumerated by [ nk ]. The
crossings that disappear are enumerated by fk [�].
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5. Generalized vector compositions

In this section, we generalize the compositional triples of Section 4 using the (�; �)-
nijt of Section 3.

De�nition 15. Let � be a vector of positive integers and let � be a vector of non-
negative integers. A composition of �=� (read �mod �) into k parts is a sequence of
vectors v1; v2; : : : ; vk such that

(1) v1; v2; : : : ; vk is a composition of �, and
(2) v�i−1

j ; i =0 for k − �i + 16j6k and 16i6t.

De4nition 15 describes compositions in which at least �i vectors must have an
entry of 0 in position i. These �i vectors are determined by the permutation �i−1;
the vectors with subscripts �k−�i+1; �k−�i+2; : : : ; �k have a 0 in ith coordinate. De-
4ne fk [�=�] =

∑
qcross(x;y;a), where the sum runs over all compositions of �=� into k

parts.

Theorem 16. Let �∈Nd and � be a vector of non-negative integers. Then

‖�‖∑
k=0

fk [�=�]
[
n
k

]
=
[
n− �1 + �1 − 1

�1

]
·
[
n− �2 + �2 − 1

�2

]

· · ·
[
n− �t + �t − 1

�t

]
: (5.1)

Proof. See the proof of Theorem 14.

One may be struck by the similarity between Theorems 9 and 14. Since we gen-
eralized Theorem 14 to Theorem 16, we now provide the dual result to the latter of
these two. Let � be a vector of positive integers and let � be a vector of non-negative
integers. We generalize Theorem 2 as follows.

Theorem 17. Given the period d and base vector x, let �0; �1; : : : ; �d−1 be the associ-
ated degree sequence. Then

∑
qcross((d;x;a)) =

[
n− �1
�1

]
·
[
n− �2
�2

]
· · ·

[
n− �d−1

�d−1

]
; (5.2)

where the sum runs over all juggling triples (d; x; a) with at most n balls such that
the �i highest balls at time imod d do not fall.

We omit the proof of this theorem because of its similarity to Theorem 2. However,
using this result, we provide the dual of Theorem 16.
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De�nition 18. Let � be a vector of positive integers and � be a vector of non-negative
integers. A unitary composition of �=� into k parts is a sequence of vectors v1; v2; : : : ; vk
such that

(1) v1; v2; : : : ; vk is a unitary composition of �, and
(2) v�i−1

j ; i =0 for k − �i + 16j6k and 16i6t.

Let gk(�=�) be the number of unitary compositions of �=� into k parts. We de4ne the
q-analogue of gk(�=�) by gk [�=�] =

∑
qcross(x;y;a), where the sum runs over all unitary

compositional triples of �=� into k parts. Because of the multiple edges at vertices, we
must take care that the graph of the unitary compositional triple is well-de4ned. To
address this, if two paths, Px and Py are incident with vertex i, then their order exiting
i remains the same as entering. Thus, if Px is below Py before i, then Px is below Py
after i. The permutation �i dictates the order of the paths immediately following vertex
i. We now provide, without proof, the dual to Theorem 16.

Theorem 19. Let �∈Nd and � be a vector of non-negative integers. Then

‖�‖∑
k=0

gk [�=�]
[
n
k

]
=
[
n− �1
�1

]
·
[
n− �2
�2

]
· · ·

[
n− �d
�d

]
: (5.3)

6. Concluding remarks

Although the techniques used in this paper, especially in the enumeration of the
juggling patterns, are similar to those of Ehrenborg and Readdy [2], they diDer signi4-
cantly because the cards used in this paper involve multiple time units. This allows us
to view visual patterns on the cards to enumerate diDerent classes of patterns. In this
author’s dissertation [5], a diDerent type of multicard is used to enumerate juggling
patterns using a product of modi4ed Schur functions, a generalization of the �-nijt
mentioned in this paper. What other visual patterns may be observed on multicards to
enumerate diDerent classes of juggling patterns?
The patterns introduced in Section 3 are also studied in [6] for the special case

of �=(d). By considering queues formed by �-nijt, a collection of partitions arise,
called state partitions. A state partition of n ·d into d parts is a partition whose Ferrers
diagram can be 4lled with n of each integer 0 through d−1 subject to certain conditions.
It is shown that there is a bijection from the deck Dn; (d) to the set of all state partitions
of n ·d into d parts, thus enumerating state partitions.
By reading this paper and [2], one may make the observation that there seems to be

an inherent connection between juggling and compositions of vectors. As new classes of
juggling patterns are discovered, we should be aware that there may be a collection of
compositions which naturally arises from this collection. Conversely, given a collection
of compositions, we may discover a new type of juggling pattern. Will this always be
the case and if so, can we de4ne an all-encompassing bijection which will relate these
mathematical creatures?
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